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1. PURPOSE 
The objective of tliis calculation is to perform intact and degraded mode criticality evaluations of 
the Department of Energy's (DOE) N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel codisposed in a 2-Defense 
High-Level Waste (2-DtILW) / 2-Multi-Canister Overpack (MCO) Waste Package (WP) and 
eniplaced in a monitored geologic repository (MGR) (see Attachment I). The scope of this 
calculation is liniited to the deter~iiination of the effective neutron multiplication factor (k ,~ )  for 
both intact and degraded mode internal configurations of the codisposal waste package. 
This calculation will support the analysis that will be performed to demonstrate the technical 
viability for disposing of U-metal (N Reactor) spent nuclear fuel in the potential MGR. 
This calculation is associated with the waste package design and is performed in accordance witli 
the Technical Work Plun For: Departmen/ of Energy Spent Nucleur Fuel Work Packages 
-(Civilian Radioctive Waste Management System Management and Operating Contractor 
[CRWMS M&O] 2000a). This document is prepared in accordance with the Administrative 
Procedures AP-3.124, Culculu/ion.s, and AP-3.15Q, Munuging Technical Products Inputs. 
The inforniation provided by the sketches attached to this calculation is that of the potential 
design of the 2-MC012-DHLW waste package considered for this calculation (Attachment I). 
2. METHOD 
The calculational method to perform the criticality calculations consists of using the MCNP 
Version 4B2 (CRWMS M&O 1998a, CRWMS M&O 1998b) to calculate the effective neutron 
niultiplication factor of the codisposal waste package. The calculations are performed using the 
continuous-energy cross-section libraries, which are part of the qualified code system MCNP 
4B2 (CRWMS M&O 1998a, CRWMS M&O l998b). All calculations are performed witli fresh 
fuel unless otherwise specified. 
With regard to the developiiient of this calculation, the control of the electronic management of 
data was evaluated in accordance with AP-SV.lQ, Control of the Electronic Management of 
Informution. The evaluation (CRWMS M&O 2000a) determined that current work process and 
procedures are adequate for the control of the electronic management of data for this activity. 
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3. ASSUMPTIONS 
3.1 For the degraded ~iiode criticality calculations, it is assumed that the iron in the stainless 
steel degrades to goethite (FeOOH) rather than hematite (Fe203). The basis of this 
assumption is that it is conservative to consider goethite rather than hematite since 
hydrogen (a moderator) is a component of goethite. All the other constituents of steel are 
neglected since they are neutron absorbers, and hence their absence provides a conservative 
(higher) value for tlie ken of the system. This assumption is used througliout Section 5. 
3.2 Ba-138 cross sections are used instead of Ba-137 cross sections in the MCNP input since 
the cross sections of Ba-137 are not available in either ENDFIB-V or ENDFIB-VI cross- 
section libraries. The basis of this assumption is that it is conservative since the thermal 
neutron capture cross section and the resonance integral of Ba-137 (5.1 and 4 barn, 
respectively [Parrington et al. 1996, p. 341) are greater than the thermal neutron capture 
cross section and the resonance integral of Ba-138 (0.43 and 0.3 barn, respectively 
[Parrington et al. 1996, p. 341). This assumption is used throughout Section 5. 
3.3 The metal 'structure' (also called head) on the top of the MCO above the basket is 
neglected. The bottom plate of the MCO filled with Mark IA is assumed to be 4.4705 cm 
rather than 5.1 1 cm. The rational of this assunlption is that components of 304L are 
neutron absorbers, and hence their absence provides a conservative (higher) value for the 
ken of tlie system. This assunlption is used throughout Section 5. 
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4. USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MODELS 
4.1 SOFTWARE 
4.1.1 MCNP 
The MCNP code is used to calculate tlie kCw of the codisposal waste package. The software 
specifications are as follow: 
Software name: MCNP 
Software version/revision number: Version 4B2 
Software tracking nulnber (computer software configuration item [CSCI]): 30033 V4B2LV 
Computer type: Hewlett Paclcard (HP) 9000 Series Workstations 
Computer processing unit number: Software is installed on the CRWMS M&O workstation 
"bloom" whose CRWMS M&O Tag number is 700887 
The input and output files for the various MCNP calculations are documented in Attachment 11, 
(Attachment 111 gives the list of the files on Attachment 11). The calculation files described in 
1 Sections 5 and 6 are such that an independent repetition of the software use may be performed. 
The MCNP software used is: (a) appropriate for the application of research reactor k , ~  
calculations, (b) used only within tlie range of validation as documented in CRWMS M&O 
(1 998a and 1998b), (c) obtained fi-om the Software Configuration Management in accordance 
with appropriate procedures. 
~ 
4.2 SOFTWARE ROUTINES 
4.2.1 Excel 
Title: Excel 
Version/Revision Number: MicrosoftO Excel 97 SR-2 
This software is installed on a personal computer running Microsoft Windows 95 with 
CRMWS M&O Tag number 1 15769. 
The Excel spreadsheet programs are used to calculate the isotopic conlposition of the materials in 
the waste package and various volumes (cylinder segment volume) as documented in Section 5 
of this calculation document. The user-defined formulas, inputs, and results are documented in 
sufficient detail in Section 5 to allow an independent repetition of computations. Thus, Excel is 
only used as a worksheet and not as a software routine. Therefore, the Excel files are exempt 
from being qualified as a routine by AP-SI.1 Q (Section 2.1.1). 
4.3 MODELS 
I None used. 
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5. CALCULATION 
This section describes the calculations performed to calculate the kc,.[ of an intact and a degraded 
waste package containing high-level waste material and N Reactor spent nuclear fuel. Section 
5.1 describes the waste package. Section 5.2 gives the composition of the materials used in this 
calculation. The basic formulas used in this calculation are listed in Section 5.3. The different 
intact configurations of a waste package are outlined in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 describes 
calculations performed to characterize the degraded configurations of a waste package. The 
MCNP output files attributes are presented in Attachliient 11. The results of the calculations are 
presented in Section 6. 
Colnpositions for structural and other nonfuel-related materials are from ASTM (American 
Society for Testing and Materials) A201A 20M-97a, Standard Specification ,fir General 
Requirements fir Steel Plates ,fOr Pressure Ve.s.se1.s; ASTM A 240/ A 240M-99b, Skwxlard 
SpeciJication ,for Heat-Resisting Chromium and Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steel Plate, Sheet, 
and Strip .for Pressure Vessels; ASTM A 276-91a, Standard Specification for Stainless and 
Heat-Resisting Steel Bars and Shapes; ASTM A 5 16lA 5 16M - 90, Standard Specification, fi,r 
Pressure Vessel Plates, Carbon Steel, for Moderate- and Lower-Temperature Service; ASTM B 
575-97, Standard Specification ,for Low-Carbon Nickel-Molybdenum-Chromium, Low-Carbon 
Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum, Low-Carbon Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum-Cqper and Low- 
Carbon Nickel-Chromium-Molyhdenum-Tungsten Alloy Plate, Sheet, and Strip; ASTM B 81 1- 
97, Standuru' Specification ,for Wroughl Zirconium Alloy Seumles.~ Tubes for Nuclear Reactor 
Fuel Cladding; and ASTM G 1-90, Standard Practice ,for Preparing, Cleaning, and Evaluating 
Corrosion Test  specimen.^; ASM (American Society of Metals) 196 1 ; ASM International 1967. 
These references are consensus codes or standards, and, therefore, the information taken from 
them is not subject to verification (according to AP-3.15Q). 
The Savannah River Site high-level waste glass degraded composition is from CRWMS M&O 
2000c. This information is a technical output. The Savannah River Site high-level waste glass 
composition and density are from CRWMS M&O (1999a) and Stout and Leider (1991), 
respectively. The Savannah River Site high-level waste glass canister dimensions are from 
Taylor (1 997). This information is unqualified and is therefore considered to-be-verified. 
Avogadro's number is from Parrington et al. (1 996). Atomic weights are from Parrington et al. 
(1996); this information is established fact and is therefore considered accepted due to the nature 
of the references cited therein. 
The description of the N Reactor fuel is from the N Reactor (U-metal) Fuel Churacteristic.s,fi,r 
Disposal Criticality Analysis report (DOE 2000). All fuel-related information is from this 
reference unless otherwise noted. 
The tuff composition and the tuff density are taken from Lipman et al. (1966) and Flint (1998), 
respectively. These information have no impact on the results of this calculation and are 
therefore considered as "No Confirmation Required" in DIRS. 
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This calculation is based in part on unqualified information such as that in DOE (2000). 
However, the unqualified information is only used to determine tlie bounding values and items 
that are important to safety for the fuel group. The fuel group is identified by the National Spent 
Nuclear Fuel Program by establishing the limits based on the representative fuel type (N 
Reactor) for this group (U-metal). Therefore, the input values used to evaluate the codisposal 
viability of N Reactor spent nuclear fuel do not constitute information that has to be qualified 
prior to use of any results from this calculation for input into document supporting procurement, 
fabrication, or construction. They nierely establish the bounds for acceptance. Since the input 
values are not relied upon directly to address radiological safety and waste isolation issues, nor 
do the design inputs affect a system characteristic that is critical for satisfactory performance, the 
information does not need to be controlled as to-be-verified. 
The number of digits in the values cited herein may be the result of a calculation or may reflect 
the input from another source; consequently, the number of digits should not be interpreted as an 
indication of accuracy. 
The metric units used in this doculnent are calculated using the English units as given in DOE 
(2000). The differences that might exist between the metric units calculated and the metric units 
cited in DOE (2000) have no effect on the calculation and should not be interpreted as an 
indication of accuracy. 
5.1 WASTE PACKAGE COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 
5.1.1 N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
The N Reactor core was fueled with slightly enriched (0.947 wt%, and 0.947 to 1.25 wt% 23%J in 
Mark IV or Mark IA fuels, respectively [DOE 2000, p. 101) uranium metal clad in Zircaloy-2. 
The N Reactor fuel elements consist of the two basic design variants, both of which use two 
concentric tubes of uranium metal co-extruded with Zircaloy-2 cladding. Lengths and diameters 
vary sliglitly by fuel type; these differences are described in DOE (2000, p. 11). In this 
calculation, only Mark IV E and Mark IA M are analyzed. Indeed, these fuel elements are tlie 
longest and thus have the highest content of fissile material. Dimensions are given in Figure 1 
and Table 1. 
Extended storage of the N reactor fuels in an underwater environment has resulted in a degraded 
or damaged condition for much of the fuel over time (DOE 2000, p. 21). Estimates of particle 
masses that may be loaded for disposal are discussed in Appendix C of DOE (2000). 
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Figure 1. Characteristic N Reactor Fuel Type (DOE 2000, p. 12) 
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Table 1. Cladding Dimensions 
I Inner layer - outer tube I 0.0505 (0.01 99) 1 0.0555 (0.0219) 1 
Mark IV [cm (inches)] 1 Mark IA [cm (inches)] 
Outer laver - outer tube 
Outer layer - inner tube 
Inner laver - inner tube 
SOURCE: DOE 2000, p. 13 
0.0640 (0.0252) 
I I 
5.1.2 Multi-Canister Overpack 
0.0635 (0.0250) 
0.0765 (0.0301) 
End cap Thickness 
One canister (MCO) design has been proposed for use in the packaging, transport, and disposal 
of the N Reactor fuels. The canister design includes a nominal length of 4198.37 rnni 
(165.29 in.) and a maximum outer diameter of 642.9 mm (25.31 in.) Beyond these basic 
dimensions, fuel-specific internals (also called baskets) have been designed for each canister 
based on the known n~aximuln lengths of the fuels (Mark IV or IA) contained therein (DOE 
2000, p. 23). There are four different types of baskets: one for intact Mark IV fuel elements, one 
for scrap Mark IV fuel elements, one for intact Mark IA fuel elements, and one for scrap Mark 
IA fuel elements. Only five baskets loaded with Mark IV fuel elements (intact or scrap) can be 
stacked up in a MCO, while six baskets loaded with Mark IA fuel elements can be emplaced in 
the same MCO. 
0.1015 (0.0400) 
The MCO's are constructed out of 304L stainless steel having an outside diameter 60.92 cm 
(23.985 in.) and a wall thickness of 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) (Figure 2). The top portion of the MCO Iias 
a slightly larger diameter of 64.29 cm (25.31 in.) than the overall tube body in order to 
accomniodate the top mechanical closure device. The overall length of the MCO is 422.707 cm 
(166.42 in.) with an inner cavity height to the top of the stacked baskets of 356.545 cm (140.372 
in.). Tlie bottom plate has a thickness of 5.1 1 cm (2.01 in.). There is a metal 'structure' that adds 
another 57.91 cm (22.80 in.) to the top of the MCO above the top basket (DOE 2000, p. 23). 
This structure is not represented in these calculations (see Assumption 3.6) and the bottom plate 
is represented with a thickness of 4.4704 cm (see Assumption 3.6) (Taylor, p. 23). 
0.4830 (0.1 900) 
A central process post constructed out of 304L stainless steel is present in the MCO's. This 
central post is associated with the stacked baskets, and each post is drilled to facilitate water 
removal from the bottoin of the MCO after underwater loading. In the case of the Mark IV fuel 
baskets, the post outer diameter is 7.20 cm (2.835 in.) with a 1.37-cni (0.54-in.) thick wall. Tlie 
Mark IA fuel and scrap baskets use a 16.83-cm (6.625-in.) diameter post with a 4.458 cm (1.755 
in. [max.]) hole drilled in the center for a 6.1 8 cm (2.435 in.) wall thickness (DOE 2000, p. 23). 
Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the fuel elements in the intact baskets. The scrap baskets are 
divided equally into six compartments separated by six, full-height copper plates (Table 4) that 
are 0.318 cm (0.125 in.) thick. Heat transfer collsiderations indicate that a maximum of two 
scrap baskets may be loaded in an MCO and that they must be placed into the MCO as top and 
bottom baskets (DOE 2000, pp. 33 and 34). DOE (2000, pp. 26 and 27) contains the detailed 
descriptions of the intact and scrap baskets for Mark IA and Mark IV fuel elements. 
0.0510 (0.0201) 
0.4830 (0.1 900) 
0.0635 (0.0250) 
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It is important to distinguish between what constitutes intact versus scrap material when 
discussing MCO basket loading. The following generic guidelines are to be used for 
differentiating material segregation between baskets (DOE 2000, p. 23). 
Scrap cans ". . . consist of n~aterial with a maximum dimension as small as 114 inch, but can also 
consist of pieces as large as entire file1 elements which do not fit in bottom plate sockets of tlie 
fuel basket" (DOE 2000, p. 23). 
'Intact' fuels, suitable for loading in MCO intact fuel baskets, are defined as material that is ". . . 
loaded to form fuel elelllent pairs, at least one end of the outer element fits within the hole 
machined in the plate of the fuel basket, and the inner element fits within the outer element. 
Both elements must seat within the fuel basket holes such that the top of either element does not 
exceed the fuel basket height. Fuel element segments may be stacked (outer segments on intact 
inner or inner segments in intact outer) to form element pairs in a fuel basket position. The 
height of stacked segments can not exceed tlie length of intact element supporting the segment 
stack." (DOE 2000, p. 26). 
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-25.310 in. -0,030 








Figure 2. Multi-Canister Overpack (with four intact and one scrap Mark IV baskets) (DOE 2000, p. 24) 
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Loading Arrangement for Mark IV Fuel in MCO Container 








2.835 in. (7.20 cm) SS post 
0.542 in. (1.378 cm) wall thickness 
Loading Arrangement for Mark IA Fuel in MCO Container 
Center post 
Machined barstock 
O.D. 6.625 in. (16.828 cm) 
~11.755 in. (4.458 cm) drill through 
Figure 3. Loading Arrangement for N Reactor Fuel Elements in the MCO (DOE 2000, p. 25) 
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Figure 4. Scrap Basket (DOE 2000, p. 34) 
5.1.3 High-Level Waste Glass Pour Canister 
There is no long Savannah River Site high-level waste glass canister. Therefore, the Hanford 15- 
foot high-level waste glass canister is used in the N reactor waste package. Since the specific 
composition of the Hanford high-level waste glass has not yet been specified, it can only be 
assu~ned to be the same as the Savannah River Site glass composition. The Hanford 15-foot 
high-level waste glass canister is 4,572-mm long stainless steel Type 304L canister with an outer 
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diameter of 610 mm (24.00 in.) (Taylor 1997). The wall thickness is 10.5 mm. These 
parameters are the same as the SRS canister, except that it is longer. The maximum loaded 
canister weight is 4,200 kg and the fill volume is 87%. The heat generation from a single 
Hanford 15-foot high-level waste glass canister is 2,540 W. 
5.1.4 Waste Package Description 
The codisposal waste package (Attachment I, p. 1-1) contains two Savannah River Site high-level 
waste glass canisters and two MCOs. The waste package barrier materials are typical of those 
used for commercial spent nuclear fuel waste containers. The inner barrier shell is composed of 
50 mm of Stainless Steel 3 16 (SA-240 S3 1600) and serves as a corrosion allowance material. 
The outer barrier shell is composed of 25 mm of Nickel Alloy (Alloy 22, SB-575 N06022) 
(ASTM B 575-97) and serves as a corrosion resistant material. The outside diameter of the 
waste container is 1734 mm and the outer length is 52 17 mm. The inner barrier lids are 105 mm 
thick and the outer barrier lids are 25 mm thick. There is a 30-mm thick closure lid gap between 
the upper inner and outer barrier lids. There are two 10-mm thick plates made of carbon steel 
516 Grade 70 (SA-516 K02700) that divide the waste package in 4 quarters as shown in Figure 
5. There are 2 fuel-support cylinders also made of carbon steel 516 Grade 70 at the bottom of 
the waste package. These support cylinders are needed to meet structural requirements 








Figure 5. 2-MCO / 2-DHLW Waste Package Configuration 
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5.2 MATERIALS DESCRIPTION 
Tables 2 tl~rougli 13 give the colnposition of the materials used in this calculation. 
Table 2. Composition and Density of Stainless Steel 304L 
SOURCES: a ASTM A 240lA 240M-99b. 











Table 3. Composition and Density of Zircaloy-2 
  ens it^^ = 7.94 g/cm3 





















SOURCES: aASTM B 81 1-97, Table 2. 
b ASM International 1967, p.1 
Cr + Fe + Ni 
Zr 
Table 4. Composition and Density of Copper 
composition (wt %la Value Used (wt %) 




SOURCE: ASM 1961, p. 1010. 
. . I 
Composition (wt %) 
P 
Value Used (wt %) 
C u 
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Table 5. Composition and Density of Savannah River Site High-Level Waste Glass 
SOURCES: a CRWMS 1999a, p. 7. 
Stout and Leider 1991, p. 2.2.1 . I -4 
NOTE: ' See Assumption 3.2. 




















Table 6. Composition and Density of Stainless Steel 316L 



















SOURCES: aASTM A 276-91a, p. 2. 













  ens it^^ at 25 "C = 2.85 g/cm3 






































  ens it^^ = 7.98 glcm3 
Composition a (wt %) 
0.03 (max) 
0.10 (max) 
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Table 7. Composition and Density of Alloy 22 
SOURCES: a ASTM B 575-97, Table 1. 














Table 8. Composition and Density of Carbon Steel 516 Grade 70 
~ e n s ~ t ~ ~  = 8.69 g/cm3 






























SOURCES: a ASTM A 516lA 516M - 90, Table 1. 
ASTM A 20lA 20M-97a, p. 9. 
Composition a (wt %) 
Fe 









 ensi it^^ = 7.85 glcm3 
Balance 
SOURCES: a DOE 2000, Table 3-7. 
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Table 10. Composition and Density of Dry Tuff 
SOURCES: Calculated from Lipman 1966. 
Calculated from Flint 1998. 
Calculated from Lipman 1966. 










p 2 0 5  
MnO 
Table 11. Pre-Breach Clay Composition 
~ens i t~~=2.245 g/cm3 











SOURCE: CRWMS M&O 2000c 



















































Mass of Element after 65 
























Mass of Element after 6953 
























Mass of Element after 54251 
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Table 12. Post-Breach Clay Composition 
SOURCE: CRWMS M&O 2000c 
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Table 13. Alternative Post-Breach Clay Composition 
SOURCE: CRWMS M&O 2000c 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls", sheet "case8" 
5.3 FORMULAS 
The basic equation used to calculate the number density values, in the spreadsheets included in 
Attachment 11, and used in the cases described throughout Section 5 is shown below: 
where: N is the i~uinber density in atoms/barn.cm 
m is the mass in grams 
V is the volume in cm3 
N,  is the Avogadro's number (6.022 E+23 atoms/mole, Parrington et al. 1996, p. 59) 
M is the atomic mass in glinole. 
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Volumes of cylinder segments (volume = area of circle segment x length of the cylinder) are also 
calculated throughout Attachment 11. These calculations are based on the equation for the 
segment of a circle shown below (Beyer 1987, p. 125): 
R - h  Segment of a circle = (R' cos'(T) - ( R  - h u Z K T )  
where: R is the cylinder radius, 
h is the height of the segment. 
The top portion of the MCOs (described in DOE 2000, p. 23) are not represented in the 
configuration described below (see Assumption 3.3). 
5.4 INTACT MODE CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS 
In this section, the intact mode of the 2-MCO I 2-DHLW waste package is analyzed. These 
coilfigurations represent a waste package, which has been breached allowing inflow of water, but 
the internal components of the waste package are as-loaded (i.e., intact). Section 5.4.1 presents 
the calculatioils for a waste package loaded with Mark IV fuel and Section 5.4.2 presents the 
calculations for a waste package loaded with Mark IA fuel elements. For all the calculations 
(unless otherwise specified), the waste package has reflected boundaries acting as a mirror (i.e., 
no neutron leakage). This is a very conservative approach. Variations of the intact 
configurations are examined to identify the configuration that results in the highest calculated kcsl. 
value within the range of possible conditions. 
5.4.1 Mark IV 
In this section, the k,sl. of a 2-MCO I 2-DHLW waste package containing Mark IV fuel elements 
(as described in Section 5.1 .I) is investigated. A cross section of a MCO loaded with intact 
baskets containing 54 intact fuel elements is shown in Figure 6. The effects of parameters such 
as fuel mass, type of basket in the MCO, moderation, etc.., are investigated. 
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Figure 6. Cross Section of a MCO Loaded with 54 Mark IV Fuel Elements 
First a configuration with 5 intact baskets is studied. As shown in Figure 5, because of structural 
requirements (CRWMS M&O 2000d), the MCOs can only be located in quadrants I & IR. Their 
positions in the waste package are varied (quadrant I & 111 or quadrants I & IV) in order to find 
the most penalizing configuration. Once this configuration is identified, variations are examined 
with the waste package (outside the MCOs) and the MCOs as either flooded or dry to identify 
the case with the optimal moderation. These results are shown in Table 14. 
Using the bounding configuration identified in Table 14, the next set of configurations studies 
the MCOs loaded with three intact baskets and two scrap baskets located at the top and bottom of 
the MCO as required (DOE 2000, p. 26). The contents of the scrap baskets can be either 
partially intact fuel elements (inner only or outer only, for example see Section 6.1.1.2.1) or 
pieces of intact fuel elements of various sizes (see Section 6.1.1.2.2). 
Figure 7 illustrates the configurations where the scrap baskets are loaded with intact inner fuel 
elements (see Table 15). The number of inner fuel elements is limited so that the weight 
requirement for the scrap basket (980 kg) is not exceeded. The distance between inner fuel 
elements (or pitch) is varied. The same type of calculations are conducted with the scrap baskets 
loaded with intact outer fuel elements (see Table 16). In these calculations, the configuration 
does not change whether the waste package is in an as-loaded position or with the contents 
settled due to gravity. These cases are described in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV- 
vertical.xls," sheet "degraded." 
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Figure 7. Scrap Basket Filled with Inner Fuel Elements 
In the previous configurations the scrap consists of pieces as large as an intact inner or outer fuel 
elements but scrap can also consist of material with a minimum dimension as small as 114 in. (at 
loading) (DOE 2000, p. 23). In these configurations examined in Section 6.1.1.2.2, uncladded 
he1 spheres represent the scrap fuel. Configurations where credit is taken for the clad are also 
investigated (Section 6.1.1.3 and in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet 
"980kg"). Such configurations are very unlikely to occur in the MCO: the U-metal particles will 
degrade very quickly (see degradation rate in CRWMS M&O 2000c, Table 4) and form a sludge 
at the bottom of the basket. Thus, the "life time" of the configurations where the scrap consist of 
material with a minimum dimension as small as 114 in. is very short. However, such 
configurations are considered bounding. 
The interiors of the MCOs are flooded with water and water density is varied. The radius and 
the pitch of the spheres, as well as the total mass of fuel elements in the scrap basket are varied. 
These cases are described in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls." This 
configuration is shown in Figure 8. These results are shown in Tables 17 throughout 23. 
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a. MCO in an as-Loaded Position b. MCO with its Contents Settled due to Gravity 
c. View of the whole Waste Package 
Figure 8. Scrap Basket Loaded with Fuel Represented as Spheres 
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These configurations are investigated in both as-loaded position and in a position where the 
contents of the MCO settled due to gravity (Sections 6.1.1.2 and 6.1 .I .4, and Figure 8a and 
Figure 8b, respectively). The five scrap-basket co~npartments can be either be filled with the 
same amount of fuel or each compartment can be filled with different masses of fuel (see Table 
25). 
Once the most reactive configuration for the scrap basket is identified, configurations where a 
loading with all scrap baskets or a partial loading of the intact baskets has occurred are alialyzed 
(Sections 6.1.1.5 and 6.1.1.6, respectively). The partial loading will result in a missing fuel 
element in the intact basket or just a missing outer element (see Attachment IT, spreadsheet 
"scrapsM1V-vertical.xls," sheet "K for 980"). 
5.4.2 Mark IA 
The configurations analyzed to determine kClr for the intact mode of a 2-MCO 1 2-DHLW waste 
package containing Mark IA fuel elements are similar to the ones described in Section 5.4.1. 
However, the basket maximal loadings and design, the fuel enrichment are changed (see 
Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls"). Figure 9 shows a representation of a MCO 
loaded with 48 intact fuel elements. Configurations with spent fuel are also investigated (see 
Table 32 and Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMKlA,xls," sheet "burnup credit") to 
demonstrate lower kCn values. A case with only 85% of the high-level waste canisters filled with 
Savannah River Site glass is studied (see Table 32) to demonstrate that considering the high- 
level waste canister 100% filled or 85% filled has no effect on the criticality of the waste 
package. A case is analyzed to demonstrate that the fuel support cylinders and the fuel support 
plate (Figure 10 and Attachment I, p. 3) have no effect on the criticality of the intact 
configuration (see Table 32). When the scrap is represented as bare fuel spheres, the fuel 
enrichment is 1.25% unless otherwise specified. 
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Figure 9. Cross Section of a MCO Loaded with 48 Intact Mark IA Fuel Elements 
Fuel Support 
Cylinder 
Figure 10. Cases with the Fuel Support Tube In 
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Since tlie scrap baskets for Mark IA are more reactive (due to a higher U-235 enrichment of the 
fuel) than the one containing Mark IV scrap, a configuration with two scrap baskets next to each 
other at the top of the MCOs is also considered (see Table 47), as well as configurations with the 
MCOs loaded with six scrap baskets (see Section 6.1.2.5 and Attachment 11, spreadsheet 
"scrapsMkl A.xlsn). 
5.4.3 Mark 1V and Mark IA Fuel Elements in the Same Waste Package 
In this section, the k,nof a waste package containing one MCO loaded with Mark IA fuel and 
one MCO loaded with Mark IV fuel is calculated. Each MCO is in the most reactive 
configuration identified in the above sections. The results are presented in Section 6.1.3. 
5.5 DEGRADED MODE 
The criticality calculations conducted for the degraded cases are discussed in the following 
sections. Several configurations are considered. Detailed descriptions of these configurations 
are given on pages 27 through 37 of CRWMS M&O (1999b). In Section 5.5.1, configurations 
are analyzed resulting from the degradation scenarios in which the waste form (N Reactor fuel) 
degrades before the other internal components of the MCOs (CRWMS M&O 1999b, pp. 27-29). 
In Section 5.5.2, configurations resulting from degradation scenarios in which the waste form 
degrades after tlie other internal components of the MCOs are discussed (CRWMS M&O 1999b, 
pp. 30-31). In Section 5.5.3, configurations resulting from the degradation of the high-level 
waste glass are investigated (see Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "post 
breach"). k,fl of the configurations where all the internal coniponents of the waste package 
degraded are discussed in Section 5.5.4 (see Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls"). In 
configurations resulting from a flow through the waste package, it has been shown (CRWMS 
M&O 2000c) that the fissile material will likely be flushed out of the waste package. This 
eliminates the risk of internal criticality. In tlie calculation described below, the fuel type is 
Mark IA with two scrap baskets (top and bottom) and four intact baskets unless otherwise 
specified because, as shown in Section 6.1, the waste package loaded with MCOs containing 
Mark IA fuel (1.25% enriched) is the most reactive (DOE 2000, p.71). 
The MCNP input and output files developed for this section are presented in Attachment IT. The 
spreadsheets used to prepare the MCNP input files are given in Attachment 11, file 
"degradedMk1 A.xls," "pre-post-clay.xls," "Tuff Composition.xls," and "hX.x1s." 
111 these calculations, the terms "fraction of water" or "percent of water" refer to a volunle 
fraction or to a percentage of volume, respectively. The MCOs are always considered to be 
flooded and the waste package is dry because, as shown in Table 32, it is the most reactive 
configuration. 
For the degraded mode analysis, several configurations are presented with the fuel represented as 
small spheres with a diameter not larger than 0.8637 cm, which is equal to the thickness of the 
inner fuel elements. Given the high degradation rate of the U-metal, which is higher that any 
other materials in the MCO (see Table 4 of CRWMS M&O 2000c), if the uranium spheres were 
placed into the MCO, they would react very quickly. It would never be possible to have fuel 
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spheres distributed throughout the MCO. Cases were the fuel is represented as spheres are run to 
provide bounding results. If the critical limit of hp0 .93  is exceeded, more credible fuel 
configurations are used. 
5.5.1 Waste Form Degrades Before the Internal Components of the MCOs 
In this section, cases where the waste form degrades before any other internal components of the 
waste package are investigated. This corresponds to scenario IP-1A from YMP (1998) and from 
CRWMS M&O 1999b, p. 27. The fuel in the scrap basket is represented as spheres of uranium 
1.25 % U-235 enriched unless otherwise specified. 
The frrst scenario analyzed is a configuration where the intact fuel elements are settled at the 
bottom of the MCOs as shown in Figure 11. The spacer grid has degraded, allowing the fuel 
elements to move in the MCOs (Table 58). The fuel elements are surrounded by water and the 
basket components are neglected. 
Figure 1 1. Intact Fuel Elements at the Bottom of the MCO 
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In the next set of cases, the outer fuel elements have degraded and form spheres that surround the 
intact inner fuel elements. The radii and pitch (distance between spheres) of the spheres are 
varied to find the optimum values. The intact fuel elements are either in place (see Figure 12a, 
Table 59, Section 6.2.1.1, and Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48- 
horizontal") or they form a lump at the bottom of the MCOs (see Figure 12b, Table 60, Section 
6.2.1.1, and Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMk1 A.xls," sheet "48-horizontal-lump"). 
a. lnner Fuel Elements in Place surrounded by b. lnner Fuel Elements at the Bottom of the MCO 
Outer Fuel Spheres surrounded by Outer Fuel Spheres 
Figure 12. Fuel Elements Partially Degraded in an Intact MCO Basket 
In the following configurations, the outer fuel elements are fully degraded while the inner 
elements are still intact. The degraded outer fuel elements form a sludge that surrounds the inner 
fuel elements. The volume percent (vol. %) of water in the uranium sludge varies from 0 to 75. 
The copper plates in the scrap basket are neglected. This configuration is shown in Figure 13 
(see Table 61, Section 6.2.1.1 and Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48- 
hori-lump all outer degraded"). The scrap basket is filled with either uranium spheres or 
cylinders (as explained in Section 5.4). 
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Figure 13. Outer Fuel Elements Degraded (inner elements intact) in an Intact MCO Basket 
Another configuration is investigated where the fuel elements (inner and outer) are partially 
degraded. In this configuration, the MCOs are loaded with six identical baskets. These baskets 
are filled with spheres of uranium 1.25 % U-235 enriched (see Section 6.1.2.5). 
Finally, cases where the fuel elements are fully degraded are investigated. The fuel pins are 
replaced by sludge made of uranium 1.25 % U-235 enriched. The amount of water mixed with 
the degraded fuel varies from 0 to 81 vol. %. The scrap basket is also filled with sludge. The 
copper plates are neglected. This configuration is shown in Figure 14 and results are shown in 
Table 63 Section 6.2.1.1, and in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMk1 A.xls," sheet "48- 
horizontal-allsludge"). 
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Figure 14. Fully Degraded Fuel Elements in an Intact MCO 
5.5.2 Waste Form Degrades After the Internal Components of the MCOs 
In this section, configurations where the MCO's internals (bottom plate, center post, and basket) 
degrades and form goethite (FeOOH) (Assumption 3.1) are investigated. In these configurations, 
the inner fuel elements are intact and the outer fuel elements are partially degraded (represented 
as spheres). The atomic composition of the products resulting from the degradation of the basket 
is given in Attachment TI, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "degraded basket"). 
5.5.2.1 MCO Center Posts Degrade 
A configuration where the center posts have snapped and fallen to the bottom of the MCOs is 
investigated (Figure 15). In this configuration, at first the center posts of the scrap baskets do not 
change as they are protected by the copper plates but then they also fall to the bottom of the 
MCOs. In these cases, the scrap is either closely packed or spread o v a  the entire volume of the 
scrap baskets (see Table 64, Section 6.2.1.2.1). 
In these configurations, the center posts slowly degrade, increasing in volume as the stainless 
steel is oxidized and replaced by goethite (see Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," 
sheet "center post degrades"). In this configuration, the intact baskets are not degraded (Figure 
16). The fuel is partially degraded (inners intact, outers degraded) (see Table 65, Section 
6.2.1.2.2). 
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5.5.2.2 MCOs' Internals Degrade 
In this section, the center posts and the basket-plates are fully degraded. As a result, goethite 
accumulates at the bottom of the MCOs. The amount of water in the goethite varies (see Section 
6.2.1.2.3). The fuel is always surrounded by degradation products; never by water only. When 
the basket degradation product has 62 vol. % of water in it, this mixture is distributed over the 
entire free volume in the MCO. 
At first, the fuel elements in the intact baskets are not degraded (Figure 17). The scrap baskets 
are filled with either spheres of fuel or outer fuel elements. The height of the goethitelwater 
mixture varies as the vol. % of water varies ftom 50 to 62 vol. % in the goethite (see Section 
6.2.1.2.3.1). 
Figure 17. lnternals of the MCO Degraded, Fuel Intact 
Configurations where the outer fuel elements degrade (but inner elements are intact) are then 
analyzed. The degraded outer fuel elements are represented as spheres of fuel, 1.25 % enriched, 
and the pitch of these spheres is varied. The scrap basket is then filled with spheres of fuel. The 
pitch of these spheres is also varied. The amount of water mixed in the goethite varies from 0 to 
68 % (see Section 6.2.1.2.3.2). Figure 18 gives a representation of this configuration. 
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Figure 18. Degraded MCO Basket Filled with Partially Degraded Fuel 
In the next configuration, the outer fuel elements are fully degraded. The goethite is mixed with 
water and the degradation product of the outer fuel elements (see Section 6.2.1.2.3.3). 
Finally, both the MCOs' baskets and the fuel elements (inner and outer) are degraded (see 
Section 6.2.1.2.3.4). The degradation products are mixed with water (up to 47 vol. %). 
5.5.2.3 MCOs Combined 
This section investigates several configurations where the MCOs' baskets are fully degraded and 
the MCO's shells begin to degrade. For configurations represented by Figure 19a, the center post 
is kept intact. The degradation products are neglected in these configurations. In the next set of 
variations, the center post also degrades. The products resulting from these degradations are 
added to the water in the MCOs. The vol. % of water in the degradation product varies. The 
MCOs are loaded with intact baskets. These configurations are shown in Figure 19b. Cases 
where the outer fuel elements are fully degraded are also investigated (Figure 19c). Other cases 
investigate the total degradation of the fuel elements in the two fused MCOs (Figure 19d). In all 
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the cases, the baskets are degraded since the MCO shell has partially degraded. These cases are 
presented in Section 6.2.1.3 and in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "mco 
fused together." Detailed descriptions of each of the cases examined along with the results are 
given in Table 70. 
a. Intact Basket b. Partially Degraded Fuel Elements 
c. Partially Degraded Fuel Elements 
(tuff reflected case) 
Figure 19. MCOs Fused 
d. Fully Degraded Fuel Elements 
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5.5.3 Internal Components of the Waste Package Degraded (outside MCOs) 
This section describes configurations resulting from the scenario IP-3 (YMP 1998, p. 3-3). The 
internal components of the waste package outside the MCOs are completely degraded. The 
composition of the slurry resulting from this degradation is given in CRWMS M&O 2000c and 
is referenced as the pre-breach clay (Table 11). The amount of water mixed in this clay varies. 
There is U-238 present in the slurry from the degraded glass, but it is neglected in these 
calculations. Different configurations of the MCOs are studied. The composition of the clay 
with various amounts of water in it is determined in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post- 
clay.xls," sheet "pre-breach"). The MCOs' configurations studied are the most reactive, 
identified in the previous sections (5.5.1 and 5.5.2). Figure 20 shows a representation of the 
waste package in one of these configurations (see Section 6.2.2). 
Water I 
Water + pre 
breach clay 1 
Figure 20. Internal Components of the Waste Package Degraded (outside the MCO) 
A case where one MCO shell degrades and the other MCO shell stays intact is investigated. The 
fuel elements fiom the degraded MCO surround the intact MCO. The clay composition is as 
given in Table 11 (i.e., dry), thus the degraded MCO shell is neglected. This is conservative 
since the MCO shell is made of stainless steel, which is a neutron absorber. MCOs are loaded 
with intact baskets only. If the degraded MCO were loaded with scrap fuel, the fuel will degrade 
very fast due its the high corrosion rate compare to the MCO shell. Dry tuff is used as a reflector 
(see Table 10). The waste package is flooded with water in this configuration. Figure 2 1 gives a 
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representation of the waste package in this configuration. kff or this case (file name "partial") is 






1 Water I 
Breach Clay 
Figure 21. MCOs Partially Degraded 
5.5.4 All Components Degrade at the Same Time 
These configurations represent the final stage of degradation of the two previous scenarios 
(where the waste form degrades beforelafter the internal components of the waste package). 
CRWMS M&O 2000c gives the composition of the clay resulting from the degradation of the 
internal components of the waste package. The composition of the clay with various amounts of 
water in it is determined in Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls", sheet "post breach"). 
This clay is referred as post-breach clay and its composition is given in Table 12. Table 13 also 
gives a post-breach clay composition for an alternative EQ316 case as shown in CRWMS M&O 
(2000~). In this case, the fuel and the other components of the waste package degrade 
simultaneously as opposed to the case (whose results are presented in Table 12) where the inner 
components of the waste package other than the MCOs degrade first. To be conservative, all the 
U in the clay is taken to be 1.25 wt. % U-235 enriched and none of the MCOs' degradation 
products are represented in the calculations described in this section. The amount of water in the 
clay is varied to determine the optimum. Figure 22 gives a representation of the waste package 
in this configuration (see Section 6.2.3). 
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Figure 22. All the Components Degraded at the Same Time 
A stage between the "all components degraded at the same time" stage and the "waste form 
degraded after the other internal component" stage is also analyzed. In this case, the he1 
elements are intact, sitting at the bottom of the waste package, surrounded by clay (see 
Attachment 11, spreadsheet b'pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "prepost (all deg,fuel intact"). The clay 
composition is identical to the one given in CRWMS M&O (2000~). However, the U content is 
removed since the fuel elements are intact at the bottom of the waste package (Figure 23). 
Another set of cases uses the clay composition given in Table 24 from CRWMS M&O (2000~) 
(see Table 13 and Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "case8"). For both clay 
compositions, the spacing between fuel elements is varied as well as the amount of water in the 
clay. Finally, a set of cases where the fuel elements are represented as. spheres is analyzed [see 
Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "prepost (all deg, fuel sphere)"]. The size 
and pitch of the sphere are varied. In these cases, the clay is mixed with water and homogenized 
.over the entire volume of the waste package. Section 6.2.3 gives the results. 
Figure 23. Everything Degraded but the Fuel Elements 
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6. RESULTS 
This calculation documents various intact and degraded mode configurations of the N Reactor 
fuel codisposal waste package. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 present the kCff for the intact and the 
degraded configurations, respectively. The kcsf results represent the average collision, 
absorption, and track length estimator from the MCNP calculations. The standard deviation (o) 
repreJents the standard deviation of kcs. about the average combined collision, absorption, and 
track length estimate due to Monte Carlo calculation statistics. The average energy of a neutron 
causing fission (AENCF) is the energy per source particle lost to fission divided by the weight 
per source neutron lost to fission from the "problem sunlmary section" of the MCNP output. 
The MCNP input and output files developed for this calculation are included in ASCII format in 
Attachment 11. The H/X ratio is the ratio of mole of hydrogen to mole of fissile materials (U- 
235). 
This document may be affected by technical product input information that requires 
confirmation. Any changes to the document that may occur as a result of completing the 
confirmation activities will be reflected in subsequent revisions. The status of the technical 
product information quality may be confirnled by review of the DIRS database. 
For all the cases, no credit is taken for the fuel burnup, i.e.; fuel is assumed to be fresh (non- 
irradiated) unless otherwise specified. 
6.1 INTACT MODE 
This section gives the results of the calculations described in Section 5.4. Sections 6.1.1 and 
6.1.2 present the results for the intact mode calculations performed with Mark IV fuel elements 
and Mark IA fuel elements, respectively. 
6.1.1 Mark IV 
Tables 13 through 30 present the results of the calculations described in Section 5.4.1. Section 
6.1 . I .  1 presents results for MCOs loaded with five intact baskets and Sections 6.1.1.2 through 
6.1.1.4 present the results for MCOs filled with three intact baskets and two scrap baskets located 
at the top on bottom of,the MCOs unless otherwise specified. 
6.1.1.1 MCOs Loaded with Intact Baskets 
Table 14 gives the kCrr of 2-MCO / 2-DHLW waste package containing intact Mark IV fuel 
elements (see Section 5.4.1). The position of the MCOs in the waste package varies. The waste 
package and the MCOs are either flooded or dry. The density of the water flooding the MCOs 
varies also. This section identifies the most reactive configuration with regards to the position of 
the MCOs and the amount of water in the waste package. 
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Table 14. MCO with Five Baskets of Intact Mark IV Fuel 
NOTE: When water is present in the MCO, HIX ratio=152.5 if the density of water is 1 g/cm3. HIX ratio is 0 if the 
MCO is dry. HIX ratio = 137.2 if the density of the water is 0.9 glcm3. 114.4 if the density of the water is 
0.75 glcm 76.2 ~f the density of the water is 0.5 glcm3 (see Attachment II, spreadsheet "hX.xls," sheet 1). 
kCn is higher if the waste package is dry and if the MCOs are flooded and located in quadrants I 
and IV. Unless otherwise specified, in the following cases, the MCOs are flooded and located in 




















In this section, the waste package is in the as-loaded position. It is shown that this configuration 
has a higher than the configurations where the contents of the MCOs are settled due to 
gravity (see Section 6.1.1.4). The scrap basket is either filled with partially intact fuel elements 
(inner and/or outer fuel elements intact) or with scrap fuel (spheres of fuel). The purpose of this 
section is to identify the most reactive configuration for the scrap basket. In the following tables, 










6.1.1.2.1 Partially Intact Elements in Scrap Basket 
MCO Position 
Quadrants 1 & 111  
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Quadrants I & IV 
Table 15 and Table 16 list the k , ~  of the waste package with MCOs loaded with partially intact 
fuel elements in the scrap baskets. The partially intact fuel elements are either intact inner fuel 
elements (Table 15) or intact outer fuel elements (Table 16). The pitch of the intact fuel 
elements loaded in the scrap basket is varied (see Section 5.4.1). The scrap baskets are located at 
the top and bottom of the MCOs (DOE 2000, p. 26). 




















MCO and waste 
package flooded 
MCO and waste 
package flooded 
MCO flooded and 
waste package dry 
MCO flooded and 
waste package dry 
MCO flooded and 
waste package dry 
MCO flooded and 
waste package dry 
MCO and waste 
package dry 
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Table 15. Intact Mark IV Inner Fuel Elements in Scrap Basket 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "degraded." 
Table 16. Intact Mark IV Outer Fuel Elements in Scrap Basket 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "degraded." 
Loading the MCOs with two baskets with partially intact fuel elements and three baskets with 
intact fuel elements (kCK + 20  =0.8463, case "5ev4") or with five intact baskets (kCr + 
20  =0.8484, case 4zv0221) has very little effect on the kCff of the waste package. 
6.1.1.2.2 Scrap Fuel in Scrap Basket 
Tables 16 through 24 give the kCW of a waste package containing MCOs loaded with three intact 
baskets aiid two scrap baskets (see Section 5.4.1). The scrap baskets are loaded wit11 different 
masses of fuel. The fuel is represented as spheres aiid the radii and the pitch of these spheres are 
varied to find the most reactive configuration. 
Table 25 lists the results for a waste package where the scrap level in the scrap basket is unequal. 
The Mark IV scrap baskets are limited to a maximum loading of 980 kg (DOE 2000, p. 26). The 
particle's diameter can not be larger than the thickness of the inner fuel elements (0.8885 ctn). 
The MCOs are flooded and the waste package is dry. 
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Table 17. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 980 kg 
I AENCF I I Particles 1 
NOTE: See Attachment I I ,  spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "980kg," and "k for 980." 
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Table 18. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 955 kg 
NOTE: See Attachment I I ,  spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "955kg," and "k for 955." 
Table 19. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 930 kg 
File Name 
4evl I a1 
4evl I b l  
-. -. - . . 
4evl l c l  
-~ 
4evl Id1  
4evl I e l  
- ~ . .  
4ev12al 
- - . . -
-4ev12aza 





- -- . 
4ev12el 










- -- . . .  
4ev14al 




































































-- -. - . 
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0.8555' 
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0.4312 
- -  . 
0.4867 
-. -. . .  . 
0.5009 
-- . . . . .  
0.5084 
- - ... ...... 
0.3791 
0.4052 
. - . - 
0.4373 
0.4358 













- . - -  
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- . - - - .  -. - - 
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0.5089 
- - - 
0.401 2 


































- - --. - - 
232.1 
- . -- - - 
169.2 
- .. -- . 
133.2 
-- - - - - 
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. . . .  - - 
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- .  
224.8 
. . .  
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0.9000 
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Table 19. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 930 kg (Continued) 
NOTES: a Water density = 0.9 g/cm3. 
b Water density = 0.8 glcm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "930kg," and "k for 930." 
Table 20. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 860 kg 
File Name 
4ev16bl 
File Name 1 1 keff 





I Particles 1 
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Table 21. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 800 kg 
File Name 
4ev51 a1 
4ev51 b l  
4ev51cl 
4ev52a I 
- - --- - - 
4ev52 b l  
4ev52cl 
4ev53al 
1 Particles 1 
HIX Ratio Radius (cm) Pitch (cm) 
467.9 0.44425 1.154 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "800kg," and "k for 800." 
I Table 22. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 730 kg 
File Name 
4ev21 a1 
4ev2 1 b I 
4ev21 c l  
4ev21 d l  
4ev21el 
4ev22a I 0.8490 0.0006 
.~ . 
0.8502 0.4101 
- - - - - - - -. 
526.8 0.42425 
- .  
1.138 
0.0006 0.8476 0.4414 402.2 0.42425 1.062 
~ ~ 
0.0006 0.8452 0.4849 
. ~.. 
294.0 0.42425 0.988 
0.0006 0.8438 0.5033 201 .O 0.42425 0.912 
. . .  
4ev22el 
- -- - . . . -- . 
0.8422 0.0006 0.8434 0.5095 133.2 0.42425 0.8485 
. . .. . 
0.8472 0.0005 0.8483 0.4026 526.8 0.40425 1.084 
4ev23bl 0.8450 0.0006 0.8462 
. . 0.4303- - - - - - . - - 404.6 - - - . . . 0.40425 . . 1.014 
4ev23cl 0.8440 0.0006~ 0.8452 0.4841 298.1 0.40425 0.944- 
ken 
0.8492 
. -. . . .. 
o 
0.0006 
keff + 2~ 
0.8504 
. .- . 
0.8459 









-- -- - - 
0.8459 
- - . - - . - . . 
0.8446 
- -- - - -- - 
0.8423 
0.4549 





.,. .-.- .. 
HIX Ratio 
526.8 





-  - . -- . 
0.0006 
--- - - 
0.0006 




. . - . . - . . - . . - - 
0.8471 
- - -. - - - . - 
0.8459 
- -- - 
0.8434 
- - - -  - 





- ~~~ ~ 
. - - . 
-~ 
303.1 







. - -.  . - - - - - - 
0.44425 
- - ~ - . -  
1.04 
. -. - . . - . -. 
0.8885 
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NOTE: See Attachment I I ,  spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "730kg," and "k for 730." 
Table 23. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 530 kg 
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Table 23. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 530 kg (Continued) 










Table 24. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 330 kg 
ken 
0.8432 
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0.0006 
k e ~  
0.8416 
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Table 24. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 330 kg (Continued) 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "330kg," and "k for 330." 
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The following table presents results for scrap baskets loaded with unequal levels of scrap in the 
different regions of the scrap basket (see Figure 24). The levels are randomly chosen. 
Figure 24. Denomination of the Scrap Basket Regions 
Table 25. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets (unequal level of scrap in 
the baskets) 
NOTES: a Level of scrap in regions 1, 3, 5: 67.31 cm. 
Level of scrap in regions 2, 4, 6: 57.31 cm. 
b Level of scrap in regions 1, 3, 5: 52.31 cm. 
Level of scrap in regions 2, 4, 6: 57.31 cm. 





The highest ken (kerf + 2 0  =0.8601) for a waste package is found for MCOs loaded with three 
baskets of intact fuel elements and two scrap baskets loaded with 980 kg of fuel represented as 
spheres of radius 0.44425 cm and pitch of 1.08 c n ~ .  
6.1.1.3 Effect of Zircaloy-2 Cladding 
keff 
0.8499 
- - 0.8463 
0.8509 
In this section, the effect of the Zircaloy is investigated. The case "4ev71al" (Table 17) is the 
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Table 26. Three Mark IV lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 980 kg; Credit for 
Zircaloy (particles radius 0.44425 cm and pitch of 1.080 cm) 
/ File Name I keff 1 ken + 2~ 1 ?:!;: 1 Comment I 
I I I 1 I 
zr2 1 0.8421 1 0.0006 1 0.8433 1 0.5097 1 Zircaloy homogenized in the water surrounding the fuel. 
4ev71al 
zr l  
NOTE: See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet " 980kg." 
If the Zircaloy clad is taken into account, kCn will be about 1 % lower than if 110 credit is given 
for the clad in the scrap basket. 
0.8589 
0.8496 
6.1.1.4 Optimum Scrap Basket for Settled MCO Contents 
In this section, the waste package lays horizontally as it will in the drift of the Monitored 
Geologic Repository. The mass of fuel in the scrap basket varies. The radii of the spheres 
representing the scrap and the pitch of these spheres are also varied (see Figure 8) to find the 
most reactive configuration. 
0.0006 , 
0.0006 
Table 27. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 980 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
File Name ken 0 
4eh31al 0.8583 0 0006 
.. . - 









Base case (see Table 16) 
Sphere of fuel with a 0.029 cm Zircalov coat 
HIX Ratio 
382.0 







NOTES: aThis pitch is such that the sphere are distributed over the entire volume of the scrap basket 











Table 28. Three Mark IV lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 930 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
NOTE: See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "930kg-hori." 
File Name 
4eh l l a l  
-- -- 
4ehl I b l  
- - - -. . . 
4eh12al 





































- - -  
- 382.0 
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Table 29. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 860 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 














NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "860kg-hori." 
The maximum mass of scrap fuel (980 kg) in the scrap basket gives the highest kcr[: However, the 
kcn of a waste package with settled contents is slightly lower than the of a waste package in 
an as-loaded position. 
6.1.1.5 MCOs with Five Scrap Baskets in Waste Package in an as-Loaded Position 
In this section, a configuration where the MCOs are loaded with five scrap baskets is analyzed. 
This configuration is investigated to determine if there will be a criticality event due to 
misloading, altl~ough this would violate the thermal limits for the MCO. 
Table 30. Five Fully Loaded Scrap Baskets of Mark IV Spent Nuclear Fuel in MCOs 
I 
NOTE: The MCOs are in an as-loaded position. 
I AENCF I I Particles I 
File Name I kerf 
6.1.1.6 Optimum Loading of Mark IV Intact Baskets 
(5 I ken + 20 I (MeV) I HlX Ratio I Radius (cm) 1 Pitch (cm) 
In this section, the optimum loading of the MCOs' intact baskets is studied. Fuel elements are 
taken out of the intact baskets. The fuel elements taken out of the intact baskets are identified as 
shown in Figure 25. The base case for this calculatiol~ is "4ev71aln from Table 17. These 
configurations are analyzed because there are no requirement for a minimum number of fuel 
elements in the intact baskets. 
alscral 1 0.8718 1 0.0006 1 0.8729 1 0.2980 1 382.0 1 0.44425 1 i1.098 
Table 31. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 980 kg with Partial 


























Fuel element #1 missina 
355.1 
355.1 
Fuel element #2 missing 
Fuel element #3 missing 
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Table 31. Three Mark IV Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IV Scrap Baskets of 980 kg with Partial 
Loading (particles radius 0.44425 cm and pitch of 1.080 cm) (Continued) 
NOTES: a See Figure 25 for numbering of the fuel element. 
See Attachment I, spreadsheet "scrapsMIV-vertical.xls," sheet "K for 980." 
H/X calculated for a cell with a fuel element in it. 
Figure 25. Numbering of the Fuel Elements for 
Taking one outer or one inner fuel element out of the intact basket 
of the waste package. 
6.1.2 Mark IA 
Mark IV 
has no effect on the reactivity 
In this section kCn of the intact waste package loaded with two MCOs containing Mark IA are 
presented. Tables 3 1 through 56 present the results of the calculation described in Section 5.4.2. 
Section 6.1.2.1 presents results for MCO loaded with six intact baskets and Sections 6.1.2.2 
through 6.1.2.6 present the results for MCOs tilled with four intact baskets and two scrap baskets 
located at the top and bottom of the MCO u~iless otherwise noted. 
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6.1.2.1 MCOs Loaded with Intact Baskets 
Table 32 gives the kc,]. of a waste package containing MCOs loaded with intact Mark IA fuel 
elements. The water density is 1 g/cm3 unless otherwise specified. The positions of the MCOs 
in the waste package varie. Cases with spent fuel are analyzed. The reactivity of the waste 
package as a function of the amount of high-level waste glass in the glass pour canister is also 
investigated. The importance of the fuel support cylinders and fuel support plate (Attachment I) 
is examined. 
Table 32. Six Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets 
NOTES: a Spent fuel composition 30 years since reactor discharge (Table 3-7, DOE 2000, spreadsheet 
"degradedMKlA.xls," sheet "burnup credit"). 
b From Spreadsheet "hX.xls," sheet 1. 
The ken is higher for a waste package with flooded MCOs only. Using the spent fuel 
composition is not conservative as shown by comparing cases "I bur 12 1 " and " 1 zv0 1 2 1 ." 
Configurations including the fuel support cylinder and the fuel support plate are less reactive 
than configurations that don't include these elements (see Figure 10 and Attachment I, p.3). 
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6.1.2.2 Optimum Configuration for Two Scrap Baskets in a Loaded Waste Package 
In these sections, the H/X ratio is given for the scrap basket only. Case "lzv0121" is the base 
case for the following calculations. The waste package is dry while the MCOs are flooded. The 
high-level waste pour canister is filled with high-level waste glass. 
This section looks at a vertical waste package with two scrap baskets. Section 6.1.2.2.1 
demonstrates the effect of loading the scrap baskets with intact inner or outer elements (Tables 
33 and 34, respectively). Section 6.1.2.2.2 examines a vertical waste package loaded with 
various masses of scrap fuel (represented by spheres). Tables 35 through 43 demonstrate the 
trend of ken-as the pitch and radii of these spheres are changed for each mass. 
6.1.2.2.1 Partially Intact Elements in Scrap Baskets 
Table 33 and Table 34 list the k , ~  of the waste package loaded with partially intact fuel elements 
in the scrap basket (intact inner fuel elements and intact outer fuel elements, respectively). The 
pitch of the partially intact fuel elements varies. The scrap baskets are loaded at the top and 
bottom of the stack of the baskets in the MCO (DOE 2000, p. 33). 
Table 33. Intact Mark IA Inner Fuel Elements in Scrap Baskets 
NOTES: a HIX ratio calculated in the scrap basket. 
Minimum pitch for 575 kg scrap weight limit is 5.14 cm. 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet "Cylinder-scrap." 
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Table 34. Intact Mark IA Outer Fuel Elements in Scrap Baskets 
NOTES: a HIX ratio calculated in the scrap basket. 
Minimum pitch for 575 kg scrap weight limit is 7.24 cm. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet "Cylinder-scrap." 
Results show that waste packages with MCOs loaded with partially intact fuel elements in the 
scrap basket have a higher 1 < , ~ ~  than waste packages with MCOs loaded with intact fuel elements 
only. 
6.1.2.2.2 Scrap Fuel in Scrap Baskets 
Tables 34 through 42 give the kCr of a waste package containing MCO loaded with four intact 
baskets and two scrap baskets with different masses of fuel. The fuel is represented by spheres. 
The radius of these spheres and their pitch are varied to find the most reactive configuration. 
However, the radius of the spheres are bounded by the thickness of the inner fuel element. 
Although the scrap basket for Mark I A fuel has a 575-kg maximum loading, baskets with higher 
loadings are also analyzed. 
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Table 35. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap ~ a s k e t s  of 930 kg 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 g/cm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "930kg," and "930kg-results." 
Table 36. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 730 kg 
I AENCF I HIX Ratio in the I Particle I 1 
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Table 36. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 730 kg (Continued) 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 g/cm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "730kg," and "730kg-results." 
Table 37. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 700 kg 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "700kg," and "700kg-results." 
Table 38. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 680 kg 
NOTES: :Water density= 0.9 g/cm3. 
Level of scrap in regions 1, 3, 5: 48.34 cm, level of scrap in regions 2, 4, 6: 53.34 cm. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "680kg," and "680kg-results," 
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Table 39. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 655 kg 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 glcm3. 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "655kg," and "655kg-results." 
Table 40. Four Mark 1A Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 630 kg 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 g/cm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "630kg," and "630kg-results." 
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Table 41. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 575 kg 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "575kg," and "575kg-results." 
Table 42. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 530 kg 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 glcm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "530kg," and "530kg-results." 
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Table 43. Four Mark IA lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 330 kg 
NOTES: a Water density= 0.9 glcm3. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "330kg," and "330kg-results." 
Although the Mark 1A scrap baskets are limited to a maximum loading to 575 kg (case 
"lev91aln k , ~  + 20  = 0.8821), configurations with up to 930 kg are studied. The highest ken was 
found for MCOs loaded with two scrap baskets with 680 kg (case "lev6lal" kCn + 20  = 0.8896). 
kClr decreases as the mass of fuel in the scrap basket is increased or decreased relative to 680 kg. 
( k , ~  + 20 = 0.8788 for 530 kg in the scrap basket). The k , ~  of a waste package in this 
configuration is almost independent of the mass of fuel in the scrap basket. For a given mass of 
fuel in the scrap basket, k,l,r decreases with decreasing sphere radius (pitch held constant) and 
decreases with decreasing pitch (radius held constant). 
6.1.2.3 Effect of Zircaloy-2 Cladding 
In Section 6.1 . I  .2.2, the Zircaloy clad is neglected. In this section, the effect of the Zircaloy is 
demonstrated. Results are given in Table 44. 
Table 44. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets (effect of Zr) 
NOTES: a Cases are based on the case lev61a1,680kg in the scrap basket. 
cases are based on the case I ev91a1,575kg in the scrap basket. 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMKIA.xls," sheets "680 Kg-Zr" and "575 kg-Zr" 
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As for Mark IV fuel element, kclr. of a waste package loaded with two scrap baskets filled with 
Zircaloy and fuel sphere is lower than the kcll. of the waste package loaded with two scrap baskets 
filled with fuel spheres only. 
6.1.2.4 Optimum Scrap Baskets in a Wqstc Package with Settled Contents 
In this section, the waste package contents are settled. The mass of fuel in the scrap basket and 
the pitch of the scrap fuel vary. Although the scrap baskets for Mark 1A are limited to a 
maximurn loading of 575 kg, baskets with up to 730 kg are analyzed. A representation of a 
configuration similar to these is shown in Figure 8b. Results are given in Tables 45 through 49. 
Table 45. Four Mark IA lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 730 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "730kg-horizontal." 
Table 46. Four Mark IA lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 700 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "700kg-horizontal." 
Table 47. Four Mark IA lntact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 680 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
I leh62cl 1 0.8440 1 0.0006 1 0.8452 1 0.4141 1 188.8 1 0.41185 1 0.925 1 
NOTE: See Attachment [I, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "680kg-horizontal." 
File Name 
l eh6 l a l  
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Table 48. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 655 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "655kg-horizontal." 
Table 49. Four Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets and Two Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 575 kg (contents of the 
waste package settled) 
Pitch (crn) File Name 
NOTE: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "575kg-horizontal." 
The mass of fuel in the scrap basket has no effect on kCn: kCrf is lower if the waste package is 
emplaced horizontally than if the waste package is in an as-loaded position. 
keff 
6.1.2.5 MCOs with Six Scrap Baskets in Position where the Contents of Waste Packagc 
Have Settled Due to Gravity 
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, much of the N reactor spent nuclear fuel has experienced some 
level of degradation while in wet storage. In addition, damage could have resulted to the 
degraded spent nuclear fuel during storage and transportation activities before disposal. Both the 
scrap and the intact MCO baskets can be loaded with pieces of elements. Given the large 
number of variations that could result, calculations are performed to find the spherical particle 
size and distribution resulting in the highest value of kCK given the fuel composition. These 
calculatio~~s also bound the results for all combinations of fuel lengths and possible loading. 
This series of calculations identifies the most reactive configuration given the physicals limits 
(dimensions) of the MCO. kCfis of the waste package in these configurations are given in Tables 
5 1 through 57. 
0 kerf + 20 
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Table 50. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 865 kg 
NOTES: "Tuff reflected (see Table 9). 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet 865kg-all-scrap." 
865kg of fuel is the exact mass of 48 Mark 1A elements. 
No copper plate in the basket (i.e., this Table gives also the case for a partially degraded intact 
basket). 
Table 51. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 830 kg 
NOTES: a Tuff used as a reflector (Table 10). 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet 830kg-all-scrap," 
Table 52. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 810 kg 
NOTES: a Tuff used as a reflector (Table 10). 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet 81 Okg-all-scrap." 
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Table 53. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 792 kg 
NOTES: a Tuff used as a reflector (Table 10). 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet 792kg-all-scrap." 
Table 54. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 730 kg 
NOTES: a Tuff used as a reflector (Table 10). 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "730kg-all-scrap." 
Table 55. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 650 kg 
NOTES: a Tuff used as a reflector (Table 10). 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheets "650kg-all-scrap-results." 
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Table 56. Six Mark IA Scrap Baskets of 575 kg 
NOTES: a Cases run with the copper basket in the scrap basket, the fuel spheres are 1.25 % enriched, and the 
waste package is in a horizontal position. 
Cases run for an intact basket with fuel spheres 1 . I5  % enriched. 
Tuff used as a reflector (Table 9). 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "scrapsMklA.xls," sheet "575kg-horizontal." 
In this particular configuration, the mass of fuel in the scrap basket has no effect on the kCn of the 
waste package. Waste packages loaded with six scrap baskets are more reactive than waste 
packages loaded with two scrap baskets and four intact baskets. 
6.1.2.6 Optimum Loading of Mark IA Intact Baskets 
In this section, the optimum loading of the MCO intact basket is studied. Intact fuel elements are 
taken out of the intact basket. There is 575 kg in the scrap basket. The base case for this 
configuration is "1 ev9 1 a1 ," shown in Table 4 1 (kClr-t2o=0.882 1). 
Table 57. Optimum Loading of Mark IA Intact Fuel Baskets 
File Name 
lev61 n 
I ev6l o 
I ev6l p 
I ev6l q 
I ev6l r 
I ev6l s 
lev61 t 
































































Fuel element # I 2  Missing 
Fuel element # I  3 Missing 
Commenta 
Fuel element # I  Missing 
Fuel element #2 Missing 
Fuel element #3 Missing 
Fuel element #4 Missing 
Fuel element #5 Missing 
Fuel element #6 Missing 
Fuel element #7 Missing 
Fuel element #8 Missing 
Fuel element #9 Missing 
Fuel element # I 0  Missing 
Fuel element # I  1 Missina 
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Figure 26. Numbering of the Fuel Elements for Mark IA 
Results show that taking fuel elements out of the intact basket of the MCOs has a statistically 
insignificant effect on the kClr (0.15 % increases in kCrr; which falls within the standard deviation) 
of a waste package. 
6.1.3 Waste Package Loaded with both Fuel Elements 
The k,l~ of a waste package containing one MCO loaded with Mark IV fuel elements and one 
MCO loaded with Mark IA is 0.8692. o is 0.0006. kCrr + 20  is equal to 0.8704 (see case 
"4_1A"), the average energy neutron causing fission is 0.34963 MeV. The MCO loaded with 
Mark IA fuel elements is in the same configuration as that of case "lev9lal" (Table 41, 
keit+20=0.8821). The other MCO in the waste package is in the same configuration as that of 
case "4ev7al" (Table 17, kcn-t2~=0.86O1). 
6.2 DEGRADED MODE 
As shown in the previous sections, MCOs containing Mark IA fuel elements are the i~lost 
reactive. Therefore, the degraded mode criticality will only focus on waste packages containing 
two MCOs loaded with Mark IA fuel elements (unless otherwise specified). This section gives 
the results of the calculations presented in Section 5.5. Section 6.2.1 presents the results of the 
calculation where the inner components of the MCO (waste form and baskets) degrade before the 
high-level waste canister and the waste package basket (see Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2). Section 
6.2.2 gives the results for the calculation where the internal components of the waste package 
(but external to the MCOs) degrade first (see Section 5.5.3). In the configurations studied in this 
section, the high-level waste and the waste package basket degrade before the inner components 
of the MCOs. Section 6.2.3 presents the results for a waste package with its components fully 
degraded (see Section 5.5.4). In the configurations studied, the MCOs are located in quadrants I 
and IV unless otherwise specified. The waste package is fully reflected unless otherwise 
specified, although this is a very conservative approach. 
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6.2.1 Inner Components of the MCO Degrade First 
These configurations are the result of the scenario IP-1 from YMP (1 998). The high-level waste 
glass canister and the waste package basket are intact. Water penetrates both MCOs and 
degrades the fuel elements and the MCO baskets and center post. k,l,l, for the cases where the 
fuel elements degrade first are given in Section 6.2.1 . l .  Section 6.2.1.2 lists the results for the 
cases where water degrades the baskets first. Section 6.2.1.3 shows the results of the 
calculations described in Section 5.5.2.3 where the MCO shells partially degrade. As a result of 
this degradation, the MCOs are fused together and their contents are mixed as shown in Figure 
19. 
6.2.1.1 Fuel Elements Degraded Before the MCO Basket 
I n  this section, cases where the MCO basket is intact are investigated (see Section 5.5.1). The 
fuel elements are displaced and degraded. The following tables present the results. 
Table 58 gives kCw of configurations where the intact fuel elements are displaced towards the 
bottom of the MCO (Figure 1 I). Random configurations of the fuel elements of both fuel types 
(Mark IA and Mark IV) are investigated. The base cases are " 4 ~ ~ 0 2 2 1 "  (Table 14) and 
"lzv0121" (Table 32) for MCOs loaded with Mark IV and Mark IA fuel elements, respectively. 




I I I I I I " 
Pcola 1 0.7923 1 0.0006 1 0.7935 1 0.5795 1 646.9 1 Fuel elements dis~laced (Mark IV) I 
1 Pcolata 
1 pcolawb 
NOTES: See Attachment II spreadsheet "hX.xls." 
a Water reflected. 
b ~ ~ f f  reflected (see Table 9). 
ketf 
0.7965 
Results show a decrease of 6.1% and 6.5% in kCn for a waste package loaded with Mark IA fuel 
in a collapsed configuration and Mark IV fuel in a collapsed configuration, respectively. 
0.7845 
0.7801 
Table 59 presents the of a waste package with degraded outer fuel elements in the intact 
basket. The degraded outer elements are represented as spheres of various radii and pitches (see 

















Fuel elements displaced (Mark IA) 
702'5 
702.5 
Similar to previous case, but waste 
package reflected with dry tuff rock 
Similar to case 1 Pcola, but waste 
~ackaae reflected with water 
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Table 59. Outer of the Mark IA Fuel Elements Degraded as Sphere, lnners Still in Place 
(575 kg in the scrap basket R=0.43185, Pitch=l. 136 cm) 
NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48-horizontal." 
a Water reflected. 
b Tuff reflected (see Table 9). 
File Name 
t ry l l a  
The following table presents the kCn of a waste package with degraded outer fuel elements as 
presented in the previous table but with the inner fuel elements lumped at the bottom of the intact 
basket (Figure 12b, see Section 5.5.1 ). 
Table 60. Outer of the Mark IA Fuel Elements Degraded as Spheres, lnners Lumped at the Bottom of the 
MCO (575 kg in the scrap basket R=0.43185, pitch=1.136 cm) 
keff 
0.9137 
NOTES: " MCO positioned in quadrants Ill and IV as opposed to quadrants I and IV for the other cases (Figure 5) 
b Water reflected. 
'Tuff reflected (see Table 9). 
See Attachment II, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48-horizontal-lump." 
Results show that kCsr varies significantly as a function of the pitch of the spheres. kCn. of the 
system increases as the pitch increases. This would require gravity to be defined during the 
degradation process: the fuel spheres are suspended in the MCOs. 
In the next configuration, the outer fuel elements are fully degraded at the bottom of the intact 










Particles Radius of the 
Degraded Outer Fuel 
Element 
0.34055 
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Section 5.5.1). The amount of water in the sludge varies. The scrap baskets are filled with either 
spheres or outer fuel elements. The results are given in Table 61. 
Table 61. Outer of the Mark IA Fuel Elements Degraded as Sludge, lnners Lumped at the Bottom of the 
MCO (575 kg in the scrap basket R=0.43185, pitch=1.136 cm) 
NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48-horil-lump all outer degraded." 
a Water reflected. 





Complete degradation of the outer fuel elements results in a lower k,ff (up to 3 % lower when 
compared to case "lev6lat" [Table 381) for most of the cases. kcsf is slightly higher (0.1 3 %) 
than kCn of the base case ("lev02f1," Table 34) if the scrap basket is loaded with partially intact 
fuel elements. 
The results for cases with all the fuel elements degraded as spheres (in both intact and scrap 
baskets) are reported in Section 6.1.2.5. A case was run where the scrap baskets are filled with 
scrap (575 kg of fuel homogenized over the whole volume) and the intact baskets are filled with 
spheres (representing 865 kg of degraded intact fuel elements enriched at 1.1 5 % [see 


























Outer fuel element, pitch=7.096 
Outer fuel element, pitch=7.096 
Similar to previous case, but waste 
package ref,ected with dly tuff 
Similar to previous case, but waste 
package reflected with water 
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Table 62. Degraded Fuel Represented as Spheres in the Intact and Degraded Baskets 
I File I I AENCF I HIX I PitchlSphere Radius I PitchlSphere Radius I 
Name I ken I a I ken + 2a 1 (MeV) I Ratio I in the scrap Baskets I in the litact Baskets 
degrade 1 0.9281 1 0.0006 1 0.9293 1 0.3054 1 252.8 1 1 . I  3610.431 85 1.01510.43185 
NOTES: a Water as a reflector. 
b ~ u f f  as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
Table 63 presents the results for the configurations where the fuel is fully degraded (see Figure 
14, see Section 5.5.1). The volu~ne percent of water in the sludge varies from 0 to 80.62. The 
MCOs are filled with a mixture of water and degraded product. The sludge is conservatively 
represented as 1.25% enriched compared to the actual average enrichment of 1.1 5%. Cases 
where some of fuel leaked out of the waste package are also investigated. 
Table 63. Mark IA Fuel Elements Degraded as Sludge 
NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "48-horizontal-allsludge." 
aWater as a reflector. 
b Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
Results show that the k,flof the waste package increases with increasing volume of water in the 
sludge. 
6.2.1.2 MCO Basket Degrades Before the Fuel Element 
This section presents the results of the calculation described in Section 5.5.2. First, only the 
center post is degraded (Sections 6.2.1.2.1 and 6.2.1.2.2). The degradation of the basket shell 
and the basket plate are then considered (Section 6.2.1.2.3). 
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6.2.1.2.1 Center Post Falls at the Bottom of the MCO Basket 
The kCn of the configurations presented in Section 5.5.2.1 are shown in Table 64. Figure 15 
shows the MCO in this configuration. The center post has fallen at the bottom of the MCO, 
displacing the fuel elements. The H/X is as that of Table 58. 
Table 64. Center Post Falls to the Bottom of the MCO Basket 
(Radius of the spheres is 0.43185cm) 
Basket lntact 
fuel= 0.56681 cm (i.e., fuel is distributed throughout the scrap basket) 
File 
Name 





baskets.. (575kg of material in the scrap basket). Half-pitch of the scrap 









7ev54tD 10.9758 (0.0006 1 0.9770 1 0.2421 (same as 7ev543 with tuff as a reflector 
7ev544 1 0.8253 10.0006 1 0.8265 1 0.491 1 lsame as 7ev542 with two scrao basket next to each other 
AENCF 






NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "center post degrades." 
aWater as a reflector. 
b Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
Comments 
Center post of the scrap and intact basket at the bottom of the MCO 
baskets. (575kg of material in the scrap basket). Half-pitch of the scrap 
fuel= 0.431 85 cm (i.e., fuel is settled at the bottom of the scrap basket 
in a rectangular array) 
same as 6ev541 with two scrap basket next to each other 
same as 6ev543 with water as a reflector 
0.8716 
0.9666 
This configuration is very unlikely, as there are no physical mechanisms for the center post to 
snap. Furthermore, in the event of a break of the center post, the scrap fuel will not be 
homogenized over the entire volume available in the basket but rather be settled at the bottom of 














Center post of the scrap basket still in place, center post of the intact 
basket at the bottom of the Intact basket, intact fuel elements around 
(680kg of fuel in the scrap basket, pitch=1.074 cm). 
Center post of the scrap and intact basket at the bottom of the MCO 
baskets. (575kg of material in the scrap basket). Half-pitch of the scrap 
fuel= 0.56681 cm (i.e., fuel is distributed throughout the scrap basket) 
Center post of the scrap and intact basket at the bottom of the MCO 
0.241 1 
0.2443 
in a rectangular array) 
same as 7ev541 with two scrap basket next to each other 
same as 7ev543 with water as a reflector 
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6.2.1.2.2 Center Post Degrades and Expands 
of the configuration presented in Section 5.5.2.1. Figure 16 shows the MCO in this 
configuration. In this case, the center post degrades and expands, rearranging the fuel elelnents 
in the baskets. 
Table 65 Center Post Degrades and Expands 
NOTES: See Attachment It, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "center post degrades." 
HIX is 282.6 in the intact basket. 
aWater as a reflector. 
b ~ u f f  as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
File 
Name 
6.2.1.2.3 Center Post and Baskct Fully Degraded 
In this section, configurations where the center post and the baskets have fully degraded are 
investigated (see Section 5.5.2.2). The degradation products (FeOOH) are settled at the bottom 
of the MCO and mixed with various volume percents of water. 
k e ~  
6.2.1.2.3.1 Fuel Elements Intact (in the intact baskets) 
The results for the configuration shown in Figure 17 are given in Table 66. The fuel elements 
are intact and center post and the baskets shells are fully degraded. The products resulting from 
this degradation (goethite see Assumption 3. I )  are at the bottom of the MCO in clay surrounding 






















The center post of the intact basket is degraded (FeOOH) and 
has expanded (R=l I 5lcm). 575 kg of fuel in the scrap basket. 
Similar to previous case, but the waste package is reflected 
with dry 
Similar to previous case, but the waste package is reflected 
with water 
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Table 66. Fuel Elements Intact (in the intact baskets) (Continued) 
NOTES: Scrap as spheres of radius=0.43185, total mass in the scrap.basket is 575 kg. 
Scrap as outer fuel element. 
Averaged in the scrap basket. 
water as a reflector. 
Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 




I11 these cases, an increase of roughly 3% is noticed when the volume percent of water is increase 
in the clay resulting fiom the degradation of the center post. 
6.2.1.2.3.2 Fuel elements Partially Degraded (inner intact) 
keff 
0.8111 
The k,fis of the configuration shown in Figure 18 (Section 5.5.2.2) are given in Table 67. The 
volume percent of water in the goethite resulting from the degradation of the center post varies. 
k , l ~  is also evaluated as a function of the pitch of the scrap in the intact and the degraded basket. 
Table 67. Outer Fuel Elements Partially Degraded 
0 
0.0006 
NOTES: the intact basket from the degraded outer fuel elements. 
b Water as a reflector. 
"Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
See Attachment It, spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "degraded basket." 
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is higher if the pitch of the fuel spheres in both the scrap and the intact baskets is maximized 
and there is no water in the MCO. 
6.2.1.2.3.3 Outer Fuel elements Degraded (inner intact) 
This section presents the of configurations where the center post is degraded as well as the 
outer fuel elements in the intact basket. The percentage of volume of water mixed in the 
degradation product varies. The results are given in Table 68. 
Table 68. Outer Fuel Elements Degraded 
NOTES: See Attachment 1 1 ,  spreadsheet "degradedMklA.xls," sheet "degraded basket." 
b ~ a t e r  as a reflector. 
'Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
Results shows that waste packages are more reactive if the outer fuel elements are fully degraded 
and settled at the bottom of the MCO baskets with no water. Adding water to the degradation 
product decreases kcu. by as much as 6%. 
6.2.1.2.3.4 Fuel Elements Degraded 
ketls of a waste package with two MCOs filled with degraded fuel elements (both inner and 
outer) and center post are given in Table 69. Various volumes of water are added to this mixture. 
Table 69. Fuel Elements Degraded 

































% Water in the FeOOH and 
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6.2.1.3 MCO Combinations 
This Section presents the results of the calculatioiis described in Figure 19 Section 5.5.2.3. Table 
70 lists the k,l.l. of a waste package with two MCOs combined together after partial degradation 
of the MCO shells. In each of the cases investigated, the fuel is either intact (cladded) or fully 
degraded (sludge); there are no case with the fuel partially degraded (i.e., represented as 
spheres). Indeed, tlie degradation rate of tlie 314L stainless steel (material of the MCO shell) is 
lower (by at least two order of magnitude) than tlie degradation rate of U-metal (see CRWMS 
M&O 2000c, Table 4). Tlius, if the MCO sliell degrades, any uncladded U-metal has already 
degraded. The outer radius of the center post is reduced (R=7 c n ~  rather than 8.41375 cm) to 
account for the degradation of the 314L stainless steel. The iron oxide resulting from this 
degradation is neglected. 
Table 70. MCO Fused 
NOTES: aTuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
b ~ / ~  in the degraded basket. 



















































Fuel is intact at the bottom of the MCO, degradation product of 
the MCO internal structure neglected (MCO loaded with intact 
baskets only). See Figure 19a. 
Fuel is intact at the bottom of the MCO, degradation product of 
the MCO internal structure mixed with 45.35% of water settled 
at the bottom of the fused MCO (MCO loaded with intact 
baskets only). See Figure 19b. 
Fuel is intact at the bottom of the MCO, degradation product of 
the MCO internal structure mixed with 54.00% of water settled 
at the bottom of the fused MCO (MCO loaded with intact 
baskets only). See Figure 19b 
Fuel is intact at the bottom of the MCO, degradation product of 
the MCO internal structure mixed with 62.69% of water settled 
at the bottom of the fused MCO (MCO loaded with intact 
baskets only). See Figure 19b. 
lnner fuel elements are surrounded by the sludge resulting 
from the degradation of the outer fuel elements. There is 0 vol. 
% of water in the sludge. The degradation produds of the 
basket are neglected. See Figure 19c. 
lnner fuel elements are surrounded by the sludge resulting 
from the degradation of the outer fuel elements. There is 22.5 
vol. % of water in the sludge. The degradation products of the 
basket are neglected. See Figure 19c. 
lnner fuel elements are surrounded by the sludge resulting 
from the degradation of the outer fuel elements. There is 95 
vol. Oh of water in the sludge. The degradation products of the 
basket are neglected. See Figure 19c. 
Fuel elements fully degraded mixed with 18.35 vol. % water, 
degradation product neglected. See Figure 19d. 
Fuel elements fully degraded mixed with 41.61 vol. % water, 
degradation product neglected. See Figure 19d. 
Fuel elements fully degraded mixed with 70.81 vol. % water, 
degradation product neglected. See Figure 19d. 
Fuel elements fully degraded and degradation product from the 
MCOs shell mixed with 62.39 vol. % water. See Figure 19d. 
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The kCfr of the waste package is below the interim criticality for the less unlikely configurations. 
It is very unlikely that all the degradation products will be flushed out of the waste package and 
that all the fuel stay in the MCO if both MCOs fuse. 
6.2.2 Outer Components of the MCO Degrade First 
This section gives the results of the calculations described in Section 5.5.3. Table 71 gives the 
kCn of waste packages containing for MCOs intact surrounded by a pre-breach clay with various 
vol. % of water inside. Figure 20 shows the waste package in this configuration. The base cases 
used are 1 zv012 1 (Table 32, kCm+2o=0.8490), l ev02fl (Table 34, kCff-t-20=0.8937), and l eh9l a1 
(Table 49, kCl.f+2s=0.873 1 ). 



























































































































Six intact basket with dry pre-breach clay at 6953 years 
Six intact basket with 20 vol. % of water in the pre-breach clay at 
6953 years 
Six intact basket with 40 vol. O h  of water in the pre-breach clay at 
6953 years 
Six intact basket with 61 vol. % of water in the pre-breach clay at 
6953 years 
Six intact basket with dry pre-breach clay at 54250 years 
Similar to bzvOla2 but the thickness of the MCO is 0.635 cm 
(rather than 1.27 cm). The products resulting from the 
degradation of the MCO shell are neglected 
Similar to bzvOla3 but tuff relected . 
Six intact basket with 20 vol. % of water in the pre-breach clay at 
54250 years 
Six intact basket with 40 vol. % of water in the pre-breach clay at 
54250 years 
Six intact basket with 67 vol. % of water in the pre-breach clay at 
54250 years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 34) and is 
surrounded by dry pre-breach clay at 6953 years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 34) and is 
surrounded by pre-breach clay with 20 vol. % of water at 6953 
years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 34) and is 
surrounded by pre-breach clay with 40 vol. % of water at 6953 
years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 34) and is 
surrounded by pre-breach clay with 61 vol. % of water at 6953 
years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 34) and is 
surrounded by dry pre-breach clay at 54251 years 
Similar to previous case, but waste package reflected with dry tuff 
Similar to previous case, but waste package reflected with water 
Similar to bev02a2 but the thickness of the MCO is 0.635 cm 
(rather than 1.27 cm). The products resulting from the 
degradation of the MCO shell are neglected 
MCO is the same as in lev02fl (Table 33) and is surrounded by 
pre-breach clay with 20 vol. % of water at 54251 years 
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Table 71. Intact MCO Surrounded by Pre-Breach Clay (Cont~nued) 
NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "pre-breach." 
'Water as a reflector. 
b Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
'HIX ratio is given for the scrap basket and is identical to the one of the base-cases. 
Results show that kCrr of the waste package is lower if the MCOs are surrounded with pre-breach 
clay. 
A case where one of the MCO shell degrades while the other remains intact is depicted in 
Section 5.5.3 and Figure 21 (case named "partial"). The intact MCO is the same configuration 
than case "1 zv0121" (Table 32, kef++20=0.8490). keff of a waste package in this configuration is 
0.8478, o is 0.0007, kefl+2o is 0.8490. The average energy of a neutron causing fission is 
0.4447. The degradation of only one MCO shell has no effect on the ken of the waste package. 
6.2.3 Waste Package Components Degrade at the Same Time 
This section presents the results of the calculations described in Section 5.5.4. Table 72 presents 
the results for the calculation where the fuel elements are the only intact components in the waste 
package (see Figure 23). Results for the calculation where the fuel elements partially degrade 
(fuel elements represented as sphere) are given in Table 73. Table 74 gives the kCll of a waste 
package with all its internal components degraded (see Figure 22). 
In the following table, results for waste package with degraded internal components (but intact 
fuel elements) are listed. Three clay compositions are investigated (depending on the time after 
emplacement). Water is added to the dry clay to find the most reactive composition. The pitch 




































The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 33) and is 
surrounded by pre-breach clay with 40 vol. % of water at 54251 
years 
The MCO is the same as in case lev02fl (Table 33) and is 
surrounded by pre-breach clay with 67 vol. % of water at 54251 
years 
The MCO is the same as in case l eh9 la l  (Table 48) and is 
surrounded by dry pre-breach clay at 6953 years 
The MCO is the same as in case l eh9 la l  (Table 48) and is 
surrounded by dry pre-breach clay at 54251 years 
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Table 72. Everything Degraded, the Fuel Elements Intact 
Years after 
Emplacement 








ken + 20 (!!"I 1 HIX Rati i  
. .  -. .... 
0.7920 0.5594 279.8 
NOTES: The clay composition is taken from case 10 - second stage - without the U for all the cases in this table 
but p8ylv0, p8ylv25, p8ylv50, p8ylv75, p8y2v0, p8y2v25, p8y2v49. For these 7 cases, the clay is taken 
from case 8 of CRWMS M&O (2000~) (see Attachment II, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "case8"). 
See Attachment 11, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "pre-post (all deg,fuel intact)." 
a Water as a reflector. 
b Tuff as a reflector (see composition Table 9). 
The highest kCn is obtained for a waste package emplaced after 103210 years and for clay 
homogenized over the entire volun~e of the waste package. The optimal pitch of the fuel 
elements is 7.1 cm. 
In Table 73, the fuel elements start degrading and are represented as spheres. They are 
surrounded by various clay compositions (depending and the time after emplacement). The clay 
is homogenized over the entire volume available in the waste package. 
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Table 73. Everything Degraded, the Fuel Elements Represented as Spheres. 
I---I--Years after 
















- . -. . . . 
0.232 


















NOTES: See Attachment II, spreadsheet "pre-post-clay.xls," sheet "prepost (all deg, fuel sphere)." 
For waste package emplaced for 103210 years, the water represents 60 % of the clay homogenized 
over the entire volume. 
For waste package emplaced for 350290 years, the water represents 47 % of the clay homogenized 
over the entire volume. 
For waste package emplaced for 634080 years, the water represents 40 % of the clay homogenized 
over the entire volume. 
a water as a reflector. 
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Results show that waste packages with partially degraded fuel elements surrounded by clay are 
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As shown in Table 74, waste packages with their contents fully degraded (Figure 22) present no 
risk of criticality. In this configuration, water is added to the composition of the clay resulting 
from the degradation of the inner components of the waste package. 
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676.9 
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8. ATTACHMENTS 
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File Size or Directory 
File Name Denomination Date of Last Access Time 
700kg <DIR> 01/30/2001 2:32p 
730kg <DIR> 01/30/2001 2:32p 
792kg <DIR> 01 /30/2001 2:33p 
810kg <DIR> 01/30/2001 2:34p 
830kg <DIR> 01 /30/2001 2:34p 
865kg <DIR> 01/30/2001 2:34p 
Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-all-basket\575kg 
I c v l l a l  20,766 12/08/2000 8:42a 
l c v l l a l o  384,100 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I c v l  I b l  20,763 12/08/2000 8:42a 
l c v l l  b l o  384,100 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I c v l 2 a l  20,764 12/08/2000 8:42a 
l c v l 2 a l o  384,004 12/08/2000 8:42a 
l c v l 2 b l  20,763 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1cvl2blo 383,140 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw61 a2 14,837 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw61 a20 366,661 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw61 b2 14,840 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw6 1 b20 365,377 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1cw61 t2 15,159 12/08/2000 8:42a 
Icw61t20 367,129 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw62a2 14,835 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw62a20 365,509 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw62b2 14,839 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw62b20 366,661 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw62t2 15,164 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw62t20 367,357 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw63a2 14,835 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw63a20 366,661 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw63t2 15,167 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw63t20 368,389 12/08/2000 8:42a 
Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-all-basket\65Okg 
lcw71a2 14,836 12/08/2000 8:42a 
1 cw71 a20 366,661 12/08/2000 8:42a 
lcw71 b2 14,840 12/08/2000 8:42a 
I cw71 b20 366,645 12/08/2000 8:43a 
1cw71 t2 15,165 12/08/2000 8:43a 
lcw71 t20 367,357 12/08/2000 8:43a 
1 cw72a2 14,833 12/08/2000 8:43a 
1 cw72a20 365,377 12/08/2000 8:43a 
I cw72b2 14,837 12/08/2000 8:43a 
1 cw72 b20 365,671 12/08/2000 8:43a 
1 cw72t2 15,155 12/08/2000 8:43a 
Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment I11 Page 111-27 of 111-48 
File Name 
I cw72t20 
File Size or Directory 
Denomination 
368,317 
Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-all-basket\655kg 
Date of Last Access 
12/08/2000 
I c v 7 l a l  
Icv7 la l .o  
lcv71a2 
lcv71a2.o 
1cv7l b l  
Icv7 lb l .o  
1 cv72a I 


























I c v 6 l a l  
Icv6 la l .o  
lcv61a2 
lcv61a2.o 
I cv6 l  b l  




































I c v 9 l a l  
l c v 9 l a l  .o 
lcv91a2 
lcv91a2.o 
I cv9l b l  
I cv9 l  b1.o 
I cv92a I 
I cv92al .o 

































I c v 8 l a l  
I cv8 la l .o  
I cv81a2 
lcv81a2.0 
I c v 8 l b l  
I cv8 l  b1.o 




































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 








Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-all-basket\730kg 




I cw41 a20 
lcw41 b2 








































I c v 2 l a l  
I c v 2 l a l  .o 
lcv21a2 
lcv21a2.o 
I cv2 l  b l  



















































I cw2 1 a2 
I cw2 1 a20 
I cw21 b2 
- 
I cw2 1 b20 
lcw2l t2 
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Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-29 of 111-48 
File Size or Directory 
Denomination 
368,317 
Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-all-basket\81Okg 
Date of Last Access 
12/08/2000 
1 cw51 a2 
I cw51 a20 
lcw51 b2 
I cw51 b20 
I cw51 t2 



































I cw31 a20 
lcw31 b2 


























































revOOa <DIR> 01/30/2001 
revOb 
2:34p 
01/30/2001 <DIR> 2:35p 
Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MK1A\scrap-all-basket\865kg\rev00a 
I c v 3 l a l  
1cv3lalo 
l c v 3 l  b l  
I cv3 l  b l o  
1 cv32al 











































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Co~nponeilt Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 






1 cv34a 1 










































































1 cv31 a2 
I cv3 1 a20 




























































































Waste Packape Department Caiculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Con~ponent Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 








Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-horizontal\575kg 






l e h 9 l a l  
l e h 9 l a l o  
leh9 l  b l  
l eh9 l  b l o  
l e h 9 l c l  











































Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKlA\scrap-horizonta1\655kg 
1 eh7l a1 
l e h 7 l a l  .o 
l eh7 l  b l  
l e h 7 l  b l  .o 
l e h 7 l c l  
































l e h 6 l a l  
l e h 6 l a l  .o 
l eh6 l  b l  
l e h 6 l  b l  .o 
l e h 6 l c l  

























































20,752 12/08/2000 8:45a 
Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-32 of 111-48 
File Name 
leh81al.o 
l e h 8 l  b l  
l e h 8 l  b l  .o 
l e h 8 l c l  
l eh8 lc l .o  
I eh82al 




I eh82cl .o 





































Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIA\scrap-horizontal\730kg 
l e h 2 l a l  
leh21al.o 
leh2 l  b l  
l eh2 l  b l  .o 
l e h 2 l c l  


























I ev9l k l  
lev91 k l o  
l e v 9 l m l  





















4zvOl I I o 
4zv02 1 1 
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Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment I11 Page 111-33 of 111-48 
File Name 
4zv024 1 o 
cylinder 
intactwscrap 








5 e v l l  





























































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 


























4ev41 b l  
4ev41 b l o  
4ev41cl 
4ev41 c l  o 
4ev41dl 
4ev41 d l  o 









4ev42d 1 o 
4ev42el 












4ev44a I o 
4ev44b I 
























































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment I11 Pane 111-35 of 111-48 
File Name 




4ev44d 1 o 
4ev44e 1 








4ev45d I o 
4ev45e I 
4ev45e 1 o 
4ev46a I 






4ev46d I o 
4ev46e 1 
4ev46e I o 
4ev47al 




















































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Colnponent Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-36 of 111-48 
File Name 
4ev48d I 
4ev48d I o 
4ev48el 
4ev48e I o 
4ev49al 






4ev49d I o 
4ev49el 
4ev49el o 























4ev30d I o 
4ev30el 
4ev30el o 
4ev3 1 a I 
4ev31alo 
4ev31 b l  
4ev31 b l  o 
4ev31 c l  
4ev31 c l  o 
4ev31 d l  










4ev32d I o 




















































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Co~~lpo~lei l t  Cri icality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 















4ev34a 1 o 
4ev34bl 














4ev35d 1 o 
4ev35el 
4ev35e 1 o 
4ev36a I 
















































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Con~ponent Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 




























4ev39d I o 
4ev39el 
4ev39el o 







































4ev20d I o 
4ev20el 
4ev20e I o 
4ev2 1 a I 
4ev21alo 
4ev21 b l  




































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment I11 Page 111-39 of 111-48 
File Name 

















































































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
























4ev27d I o 
4ev27el 
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Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment I11 Page 111-41 of 111-48 
File Name 
4ev29e 1 o 
File Size or Directory 
Denomination 
380,118 
Directory of D:\CD\C D\intact\MKIV\intactwscrap\800kg 




4ev51 b l  





































4ev61 b l  
4ev61 b l o  
4ev61 c l  
4ev61 c l  o 
4ev62al 
4ev62a I o 


















































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 





4evl I a1 
4 e v l l a l o  
4 e v l l  b l  
4 e v l l b l o  
4evl l c l  
4 e v l l  c l  o 
4evl I d 1  
4 e v l l d l o  
4 e v l l  e l  




































































































































































Waste Package Departlllent Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 


















































































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-44 of 111-48 
File Name 
4ev18elo 













4ev8 1 a I 
4ev81alo 
4ev81 b l  
4ev81 b l o  
4ev81 c l  
4ev81 c l  o 
4ev81dl 
4ev81 d l  o 
4ev81 e l  
4ev81elo 
4ev82al 






4ev82d I o 
4ev82el 
4ev82el o 











































4ev70d I o 
4ev70e 1 
4ev70e I o 
4ev7 1 a I 
4ev71alo 
4ev7 1 b 1 
4ev71 b l o  
























































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Componel~t Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAL-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-45 of 111-48 
File Name 
4ev71clo 
4ev71 d l  




4ev72a 1 o 





4ev72d I o 
4ev72el 




























4ev75d 1 o 






































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 











4ev76d I o 
4ev76el 




























4ev79d I o 
4ev79el 
4ev79e I o 




































































































































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 












Directory of D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIV\intactwscrap\horizontaI 






















4eh21 b l  
4eh21 b l o  




































4ehl l a 1  
4ehl l a l o  
4ehl I b l  
4 e h l l  b l o  
































4eh31 b l  
























































Waste Package Department Calculation 
Title: Intact and Degraded Component Criticality Calculations of N Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Document Identifier: CAI.,-EDC-NU-000003 REV 00 Attachment 111 Page 111-48 of 111-48 
File Name 
4eh32blo 


















































































z r l  
z r l  o 
z r2 
zr20 
~ : \ ~ ~ \ ~ ~ \ i n t a c t \ ~ ~ ~ ~ \ i n t a c t w s c r a ~ \ o ~ t i ~ a l l o a d i n ~  
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
D:\CD\CD\intact\MKIV\intactwscrap\zreffect 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a' 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
19,568 
381,501 
19,638 
380;477 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
12/08/2000 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
8:52a 
